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Abstract
Input amplification enables easier movement in virtual reality (VR) for users with
mobility issues or in confined spaces. However, current techniques either do not focus
on maintaining feelings of body ownership, or are not applicable to general VR tasks.
We investigate a general purpose non-linear transfer function that keeps the user’s reach
within reasonable bounds to maintain body ownership. The technique amplifies smaller
movements from a user-definable neutral point into the expected larger movements using a
configurable Hermite curve. Two experiments evaluate the approach. The first establishes
that the technique has comparable performance to the state-of-the-art, increasing physical
comfort while maintaining task performance and body ownership. The second explores
the characteristics of the technique over a wide range of amplification levels. Using the
combined results, design and implementation recommendations are provided with potential
applications to related VR transfer functions.
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The large movements typically required in virtual reality (VR) often become fatiguing,
cumbersome, or even impractical in constrained environments. For example, large arm
swinging or reaching movements in VR when seated at a desk could result in damage to
equipment or personal injury. Furthermore, extensive movement in VR may be uncom-
fortable or even impossible for users with mobility issues.
A typical remedy to this problem is input amplification: transforming smaller, more
comfortable movements into the larger, more dramatic movements that the user expects.
However, many of these techniques come at a cost. Typical amplification techniques allow
the user to manipulate objects at distances much further than a typical arm’s reach [3,
16, 28]. This unrealistic increase in reach comes at the expense of body ownership — the
psychological mapping of one’s real body to a virtual body [32] — detracting from the
user’s feeling of presence in a virtual environment [13]. Other techniques have been shown
to increase comfort while still maintaining body ownership, including Ownershift [7] and
Erg-O [22]. However, these techniques remap input based on specific positions of targets
in the virtual environment, limiting their applicability for applications with no distinct
targets.
We introduce a family of transfer functions for increasing comfort in VR that we call
reach-bounded, non-linear (RNL) input amplification. Instead of large movements that
extend the user’s virtual arm to superhuman levels, which reduces body ownership, the
RNL approach allows users to reach within their typical arm length more comfortably and
with less strain (Figure 1.1). The method applies a transfer function to amplify the distance
of the hand position relative to a calibrated neutral position near the torso. This creates a








Figure 1.1: The physical controller position (green), relative to a calibrated neutral
position, is amplified using a non-linear function so the virtual controller (blue)
appears farther away. The transfer function keeps the physical-to-virtual hand offset
small near the body, but maximum virtual reach can be achieved with the real
controller moving 30% less.
percentage of the user’s maximum arm reach. The function uses a configurable non-linear
Hermite curve, and it can be tuned for different amplification levels. As opposed to other
techniques, this method does not require targets in the virtual environment, making it
more task-independent and more inter-operable with current VR applications.
We evaluated our approach in two experiments. In the first, we found that two
pre-selected levels of RNL curves achieve similar results to the state-of-the-art Ergo-O
method [22], reducing ergonomic strain by 6% with no significant reduction in body own-
ership, while also reducing physical motion by up to 18%. A second experiment explores
perception and performance of RNL functions at increasing levels of amplification, from
barely noticeable to upper limits. Results show that even small amounts of amplification
can provide significant improvement to ergonomics, maximum hand offset can reach 20%
arm’s reach (roughly 14 cm) before body ownership is reduced, 30% (21 cm) before task
performance degrades, and 20% before the majority of users perceive amplification.
2
1.1 Contributions
We make three contributions: (1) an easy-to-implement general purpose technique for im-
proving arm ergonomics while maintaining body ownership; (2) validation of its effective-
ness in a user study and meta-comparison; and (3) empirically-informed design guidelines
for developing pro-body ownership transfer functions for VR.
1.2 Outline
This thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the concepts of presence and body ownership,
• Chapter 3 provides a description of the RNL amplification function, including the results
of an initial pilot study regarding the shape of amplification curves.
• Chapter 4 describes the first experiment, in which we tested our function with two
amplification curves as a meta-analysis to similar work in this area [22].
• Chapter 5 describes the second experiment, in which we test the RNL technique with a
sequentially-increasing amplification level, for deeper insight into the effects of non-linear
input amplification.
• Chapter 6 describes the design recommendations gathered as a result of this work, as
well as the limitations to our experiments.
• Chapter 7 concludes by summarizing our work as well as provides details into further
work surrounding input amplification.
3
Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
This work’s primary goal is to maintain the user’s presence and body ownership while
using offsets to make their reaching movements more comfortable. As such, we provide an
introduction to the concepts of presence, body ownership, offsets, and reaching as follows,
along with an overview of the current reserach in these areas.
2.1 Presence
One of the key unique features of VR that distinguish it from other display technologies
is its unique ability to immerse users in content, for productivity or pleasure. As such,
users often feel as if they have been taken to a completely different location from the one
they physically inhabit. This feeling of ”being there” is referred to as presence. Lombard
and Ditton [19] provide a multi-faceted overview of the origins of presence, including de-
scribing presence as participation in social environments, presence as accuracy to the real
world (“realism”), and presence as transportation, either transporting the user to a new
environment or bringing outside elements to the user’s current environment.
This work focuses on the second aspect of Lombard and Ditton’s description of presence:
accuracy to the real world. Current VR applications often struggle to bring the user a
meaningful sense of presence, often because many of the aspects of their virtual environment
are inaccurate, be it to their real-world appearance or functionality. This work is designed
with dual priorities in mind: increasing the usability of VR by reducing the amount of




In our efforts to maintain the user’s presence in the virtual environment, we aim to preserve
the user’s feelings of body ownership. Body ownership is described as the user’s psycho-
logical mapping between their real body and their virtual body [32]. Body ownership is a
significant contributor to presence [18], and as a result there are several ways of measuring
it [21]. In our work we measure body ownership implicitly, by asking the user to complete
a questionnaire.
2.3 Offsets
Amplifying hand motion creates a positional offset between the user’s physical hand and
its virtual counterpart. Previous work has proposed using offsets for various purposes in
VR.
Offsets can be used to exploit visual dominance over proprioceptive cues [4], creating
different perceptual effects without loss of body ownership. Rietzler et al. [30] investigate
dynamic offsets to create a feeling of virtual object weight, recommending offsets less than
24 cm for optimal immersion. Samad et al. [31] used linearly scaled offsets of up to 40%
to create the illusion of object weight. Lloyd et al. [18] investigate the “rubber hand
illusion” [2] under increasing translational offsets, recommending hand offsets less than 30
cm to maintain a feeling of body ownership.
Offsets are also used for passive haptics, synthesizing the feel of real objects in virtual
space [12]. Examples include haptic retargeting [1], redirected reach toward small physical
objects [10, 33], and redirected reach toward targets on a sparse haptic proxy [25]. These
techniques set offsets based on physical object positions, then modify the virtual hand
position such that the user’s real hands are guided toward those objects.
2.4 Reaching
More directly related to our approach are offsets created by amplifying virtual hand po-
sitions for the purpose of distant reaching. The Go-Go technique [28] uses a two-stage
function where hand movement is not amplified until it exceeds two-thirds of the user’s
maximum reach. After this point, a quadratic scaling function amplifies the hand position
to distances far beyond natural limits. This unbounded reach exceeds the limits set by
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previous work [2, 30], reducing the user’s body ownership as a result. The PRISM tech-
nique [8] dynamically computes an offset based on the user’s hand speed to switch between
distant reaching and up close interaction. However, this technique by design contains
motion discontinuities and is not designed with body ownership in mind.
2.5 Target-Dependent Amplification
Li et al. [16] tested four amplification methods: zero offset, fixed offset, linearly-scaled
offset, and the Go-Go two-stage function. They found that zero offset is best when targets
are in reach, and linear offset is best when targets are beyond reach. Their linear function,
like Go-Go, modifies a user’s reach to be “superhuman,” creating too large an offset between
the user’s real and virtual hands, reducing the related feelings of immersion and body
ownership.
Feuchtner and Müller’s Ownershift technique [7] explored the interaction between hand
amplification offsets and body ownership in VR using a virtual panel GUI. In their experi-
ment, the participant begins working at an upward reach position, then the system slowly
guides the user’s physical hands down to a comfortable position while their virtual hands
remain high. They evaluated this gradually-scaling dynamic hand offset, showing that
gradual adjustment is key to maintaining body ownership.
Erg-O [22] is a reaching technique that focuses on ergonomics and is implicitly de-
signed to maintain immersion and body ownership. It uses a more technical approach for
amplifying movement by re-mapping tetrahedral subdivisions of the nearby virtual space
corresponding to the user’s natural reaching area. A formal evaluation showed Erg-O sig-
nificantly improved ergonomics by up to 7.2%, with an 11% time reduction in one of three
task layouts.
Like our method, Erg-O has a core consideration for ergonomics and is designed to
keep virtual arm reach within normal range-of-motion bounds. However, its real-time
retargeting algorithm performs optimizations based on discrete target positions, making it
unclear how tasks requiring continuous input and no distinct targets, like drawing, would be
amplified. In addition, the implementation and required algorithms (e.g., using simulated
annealing with a tuned objective function, requiring complex 3D transformations) may
reduce the technique’s reproducibility and practical applications for typical VR developers.
However, due to similarities in design priorities, we replicate their formal experiment to
evaluate our method, and use the results to make a direct meta comparison.
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Our approach is inspired by the simplicity and versatility of input amplification func-
tions like Go-Go and Li et al.’s linear function, the design goals of Erg-O to improve
ergonomics without making users “superhuman”, and Ownershift’s principle of gradual





The RNL approach is an ergonomics-focused, physically realistic, non-linear input tech-
nique with four goals: (1) minimize amplification near the body to maintain precision;
(2) minimize physical strain when reaching out by amplifying user input; (3) maintain
body ownership with smooth amplification increases and realistic amounts of reach; and
(4) achieve the above with a simple, easily-replicable implementation.
3.1 Calibration and Amplification
The technique requires a one-time per-user calibration. First, the user selects a comfortable
near-body neutral position PN by pressing a controller button at the desired point. The
user then records their maximum reach rmax, defining a sphere of reachable points centred
at the shoulder position PS (Figure 3.1a). Unlike Li et al.’s [16] techniques that rely on the
position of the user’s head, the reachable sphere and neutral position are coupled to the
shoulder, allowing free head movement without affecting the amplification. In Experiment
1, the shoulder position is tracked using a hardware tracker for precision; however, we use
inverse kinematics [26] to infer PS in Experiment 2, showing that this additional hardware
is unnecessary.
After calibration, the user’s hand position PH is amplified as follows. First, a ray is
cast from PN through PH . Pmax is the point where this ray intersects with the edge of the
reachable sphere. This point represents the user’s maximum reach in this direction. Then,
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Figure 3.1: Key geometric points captured in calibration and used for the amplifi-
cation technique: (a) the user’s maximum reach Pmax, at distance rmax from their
shoulder point PS; (b) P
∗
H is calculated from the user’s hand position PH .
the current physical offset r is:
r =
|PH − PN |
|Pmax − PN |
. (3.1)
This physical offset is used to calculate an amplified offset f(r), determining the amplified
virtual hand position (P ∗H) as:
P ∗H = PN + f(r) · (PH − PN). (3.2)
This process is illustrated in Figure 3.1b.
3.2 Amplification Functions
The core of RNL is a family of amplification functions for f(r). These are designed to
maintain precision close to the body by minimizing amplification near the hand’s neutral
position PN , but increase comfort with sufficient amplification when the user extends their
arm farther. Amplification behaviour is determined by a Hermite spline with three config-
urable control points representing normalized units of reach between PN and Pmax: CP0
at the user’s neutral position (PN), CPmid in the middle of the user’s reach, and CPmax
at the user’s maximum reach (Pmax). CP0 and CPmid determine the amplification’s slope,
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controlling the intensity of amplification as the user brings their arm forward, while CPmax
determines the amplification at the user’s maximum reach. CP0 is fixed at (0, 0), meaning
that the technique adds no offset at PN . Figure 3.2 illustrates the curve configurations
used for Experiment 1.
3.2.1 Pilot Study to Guide Curve Shape
We conducted informal, iterative pilot tests with 5 graduate students for feedback on
amplification curves with regard to comfort, accuracy, and body ownership. From this we
established two design heuristics. First, curves should be kept smooth: discontinuities in
the curve or dramatic, instant changes in slope tended to break body ownership almost
immediately, as the hand’s position would jump from one point to another rather than
with a steady transition. Previous work concurs that gradual amplification is best for
body ownership [7].
Second, minimize usage of the area of the curve where the slope is less than one. Early
tests revealed that areas where the slope was less than one (meaning the virtual hand
moves more slowly than the real hand) prompted unpleasant feelings in users, with a clear
loss in body ownership. We mitigate these effects by shifting CPmax such that this negative
effect only occurs when the virtual controller is beyond the user’s unamplified reach.
3.2.2 Specific Curve Design
Based on this pilot study, we designed two curves with different levels of amplification (Fig-
ure 3.2). These illustrate the general shape of RNL curves, and we use these in Experiment
1. The Low amplification curve provides more subtle amplification: CP0 = (0, 0) with slope
1.4, CPmid = (0.5, 0.7) with slope 1.38, and CPmax = (1, 1.05) with slope 0. The High am-
plification curve is more aggressive: CP0 = (0, 0) with slope 1.75, CPmid = (0.4, 0.7) with
slope 1.4, and CPmax = (1, 1.1) with slope 0.
Previous work shows that maintaining body ownership largely depends on the size of the
hand offset : the separation between the user’s real and virtual hands [18,30]. Because our
design is focused on body ownership, we characterize our non-linear amplification functions
by their maximum hand offset : the maximum separation between the user’s real hand and
virtual hand along their entire range of motion. Because arm lengths differ between people,
and for easier reference to our calculation algorithm, we refer to maximum hand offsets
by percentage of the user’s arm length. The High curve increases a user’s maximum reach
by 10% when their arm is fully extended and has a maximum hand offset of 33% of the
10




















Figure 3.2: The Low and High amplification functions used in Experiment 1. These
functions modify the relationship between the physical offset r and the virtual offset
f(r) from PN .
user’s arm length, around midway through the user’s reach. With a typical arm reach of
61 to 71 cm [27], this represents an increase of maximum reach by 6.1 to 7.1 cm, and a
maximum hand offset of 20.1 to 23.4 cm, which is within previously established bounds
for maintaining body ownership [18,30]. Experiment 2 further explores the implications of
curve slope and maximum hand offset by testing ten curves covering a range of amplification
levels. The details of those curves are provided in that section.
3.3 Implementation
The calibration and amplification is implemented in Unity3D to act alongside the SteamVR
SDK. The amplification function control points may be adjusted using Unity3D’s Anima-





Experiment 1 - Initial Validation
This experiment aims to show that RNL transfer functions can increase comfort without
sacrificing task performance or feelings of body ownership. As such, this experiment is
a replication of the study used to evaluate Erg-O [22], considered the state-of-the-art for
input amplification techniques that emphasize body ownership. Using a target selection
task, we test three amplification functions (none, low, high) with three target layouts
(ergonomic, limits of reach, world fixed). Primary measures are trial time, hand movement
distance, ergonomics, and user self-reports including body ownership. By replicating the
previous experiment, we are able to make a meta-comparison to Erg-O in the discussion
to follow.
4.1 Participants
We recruited 18 participants (ages 19–29, 13 male, 5 female, 2 left-handed). Participants
were recruited by word-of-mouth, and received $10 for successful completion of the study. 9
participants had at least moderate experience with virtual reality; 11 had at least moderate
experience with 3D video games.
4.2 Apparatus
Our implementation used a Vive Pro HMD setup powered by an Intel Core i7-7920X
CPU and a NVIDIA Titan Xp GPU. The Erg-O experiment calculated ergonomics using
12
Figure 4.1: The ergonomic, limits, and fixed target layouts used in Experiment 1.
a Kinect to track the participant’s shoulders, elbows, hands, and waist. We use Vive
Trackers strapped to the participant’s shoulders, elbows, and waist in addition to holding
Vive controllers for the same purpose. Participants said they felt the straps holding the
trackers in place, but their range of motion was unaffected.
4.3 Procedure and Task
Each participant completed a general questionnaire, then we measured their arm span (A)
for target placement. In the task, several targets (blue spheres) are presented with two
highlighted in green. A trial begins when the participant selects a hand by tapping a virtual
indicator placed near their shoulder. The participant then uses the controller in that hand
to touch the highlighted spheres in any order. Upon correct selection, the targets return
to blue, an audio cue plays, and the next two targets are highlighted. Highlighted targets
are randomly chosen, with no pair repeated. The accompanying video demonstrates the
task.
4.3.1 Target Layouts
We replicate all three target layouts1 used in the Erg-O study (Figure 4.1). The er-
gonomic layout places targets in a 5 × 3 grid, 0.21A away from the participant’s torso
1We use descriptive names for Erg-O study layouts: ergonomic is “Layout 1” in Erg-O, limits is
“Layout 2”, fixed is “Layout 3”.
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(where A is the participant’s arm span). The limits layout places 24 targets in a hemi-
sphere 0.44A away. The fixed layout positions targets in world space, independent of the
participant. It places targets in two 4 × 3 grids, spanning across 1.4A × 0.8A with the
lowest and highest targets 0.4A and 1.2A from the floor.
4.4 Design
This is a within-subject design with two independent variables: amplification with 3
levels (none, low, high) and layout with 3 levels (ergonomic, limits, fixed). Each
participant completed all combinations of layout and amplification, with the order
of amplification determined by a balanced Latin square. The levels of amplification
are the two curves described in the previous section, with none representing unamplified
movement.
Dependent measures are computed from logs. Time is the period between touching the
first and second highlighted targets2.
Comfort {is measured by recording the angles of the participant’s shoulder, elbow, and
wrist when selecting a target. These are used to compute a final “Posture Score A” from
the RULA ergonomic measurement system [20]. Note that a lower RULA score maps to
lower physical effort, meaning higher comfort. Physical Path Length (and Virtual Path
Length) is the ratio of distance travelled by the participant’s physical hand (or virtual
hand), divided by the distance between the two highlighted targets.
After each amplification condition, participants self-reported their comfort, ease of
reach, overstretching, sense of control, and body ownership on a scale from 1 to 7. All
were in the Erg-O study except body ownership.
In summary: 3 amplifications × 3 layouts × 30 trials = 270 data points per
participant.
4.5 Results
For each combination of participant, amplification, and layout, trials with times,
RULA scores, or normalized path lengths more than 3 standard deviations from the mean
were excluded as outliers. In total, 197 trials (4.1%) were removed.








































Figure 4.2: (a) Time, (b) Comfort , (c) Physical Path Length, and (d) Virtual Path
Length by amplification and layout. Error bars are 95% CI.
In the analysis to follow, we used an amplification × layout ANOVA with Holm-
Bonferroni corrected post-hoc pairwise t-tests, unless noted otherwise. We verified that
sphericity was not violated with any measures.
4.5.1 Time
Time to complete trials was not significantly affected by amplification (Figure 4.2a),
and within each layout, the three amplification levels produced similar times. Residuals
for Time were not normally distributed, so log-transformed values were used for statistical
analysis. Although there was a significant main effect of layout (F2,34 = 273.61, p < 0.001),
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the more relevant tests for an amplification main effect, or a layout ×amplification
interaction, were not significant.
4.5.2 Comfort based on RULA Score
In the limits and fixed layouts, both amplification levels had lower RULA scores than
the baseline suggesting an increase in comfort (Figure 4.2b), with high amplification re-
ducing RULA more than low. An ANOVA revealed a significant interaction effect of
amplification × layout (F4,68 = 2.97, p < 0.05), prompting separate post-hoc tests
for each layout. In the limits layout, high and low amplifications improved RULA
scores by 0.26 and 0.12 over none (both p < 0.01). In the fixed layout, high improved
by 0.17 (p < 0.001) and low improved by 0.10 (p < 0.05) compared to none. We found no
significant effects in the ergonomic layout.
4.5.3 Physical and Virtual Path Length
high and low amplifications reduced physical path lengths in all layouts (Figure 4.2c).
Pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank tests revealed significant differences between all amplifi-
cations in every layout (all p < .01). In the ergonomic layout, high (0.95) and low
(1.02) had shorter paths than none (1.16). In the limits layout, high (1.02) and low
(1.11) had shorter paths than none (1.18). In the fixed layout, high (1.00) and low
(1.05) were shorter than none (1.11). This represents a 10% to 18% decrease in physical
path length for high and a 6% to 13% decrease for low compared to none.
However, high and low amplifications also increased virtual path lengths (Figure 4.2d).
Pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank tests revealed significant differences between all amplifi-
cations in some layouts. In the ergonomic layout, high (1.22) had longer virtual
paths than none (1.16) (p < 0.01). In the limits layout, high (1.22) and low (1.21) had
longer virtual paths than none (1.18) (both p < 0.05). In the fixed layout, high (1.16)
and low (1.13) had longer virtual paths than none (1.11) (both p < 0.01). In the worst
cases, these paths are 4.4% and 2.5% longer for high and low compared to none.
4.5.4 Self-Reports
Questionnaire answers were not strongly affected by amplification. Table 4.1 shows
questionnaire results for each measure. Pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank tests found no
significant differences between these responses for any of the 5 questions.
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Question none low high
Comfort 5.28 ± 1.49 5.83 ± 1.15 5.56 ± 1.10
Ease of Reach 5.44 ± 1.34 5.83 ± 0.96 5.78 ± 1.06
Overstretching 4.44 ± 1.69 4.22 ± 1.80 3.72 ± 1.84
Sense of Control 5.83 ± 0.71 5.94 ± 0.94 5.61 ± 0.98
Body Ownership 6.33 ± 0.91 5.94 ± 1.16 5.22 ± 1.76
Table 4.1: Mean and standard deviation for self-report responses by amplification.
4.5.5 Discussion
A primary goal for this experiment was to provide data for a meta-comparison of our
technique to Erg-O [22], the state-of-the-art approach. Our results show that RNL per-
formance is generally comparable, providing statistically significant increases in comfort
without sacrificing task performance or body ownership.
For Time, our technique did not significantly change trial times. This result is com-
parable to Erg-O, with one difference: Erg-O’s S R technique significantly improved time
in the ergonomic layout. Because our amplification curves aim to provide the user with
more precise control in a comfortable range, amplifying only when the user needs to reach
outward, in the ergonomic layout the difference between the physical and virtual hands
was not large enough for a detectable change in task time. Erg-O provides amplification
regardless of arm extension, achieving a significant difference in this task. However, Erg-
O’s mean task times were higher in every condition (e.g. 700ms in ergonomic versus
our 400ms). This may be due to system or interaction differences between Kinect hand
tracking and Vive controller tracking.
For Comfort , both RNL variations improved RULA scores in the limits and fixed
layouts, with RULA improvements of 0.25 and 0.17 for high amplification. This is compa-
rable to Erg-O, in which the ergonomic retargeting (E R) technique improved RULA scores
by 0.26 and 0.24 in all three layouts. However, the Erg-O S R technique only improved
RULA in the fixed layout. Our amplification technique is more similar to Erg-O’s S R
technique, so it makes sense that our effects on RULA are similar. One notable exception
is the lack of significant difference in the ergonomic layout with our technique: this is
likely due to the same design difference discussed above in Time. Note that even low
amplification achieved statistically significant results, so it is possible to improve comfort
with little amplification.
For Physical Path Length, both amplification techniques reduced the distance travelled
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by the user’s hand in all layouts; Erg-O found no such effects. This verifies that RNL
reduces large physical movements.
For Virtual Path Length, both amplification curves caused participants to move their
virtual hands farther than in the unamplified technique. Again, Erg-O found no differences
in virtual path length. Our result might suggest that participants overshot their targets
when their motions were amplified, just as mouse pointer acceleration causes overshooting
[6]. However, the small increases in virtual path length (only 4.4% in the worst case)
combined with positive self-report measures for ease and control (all above 5.5) suggest
participants were able to keep these motions under control.
For Self-Reports in general, we came to conclusions similar to those of Erg-O. Responses
regarding comfort, ease, overstretching, and control trended toward more positive in the
high and low amplifications than in none. There is one borderline case (p = .08): the
average body ownership rating for high amplification appears 1.11 points lower than none.
This potential negative trend could suggest that the high amplification may cause offsets
that are near recommended maximums [18, 30]. Note the average high ownership rating
is 5.22, which is still relatively positive.
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Chapter 5
Experiment 2 - Amplification Levels
Experiment 1 shows that RNL can improve comfort without significantly affecting task
performance or body ownership. This experiment further explores RNL tuning and side
effects by slowly increasing the amount of amplification, and recording any impact on body
ownership, comfort, and task performance. Using a more controlled target selection task,
ten amplification levels are tested in increasing strength, with maximum positional offsets
from 0 to 45% arm’s reach, increasing by 5% at leach level. Primary measures are trial
time, error, comfort (RULA), and participant self-reports to assess body ownership, strain,
and perception by measuring when, if at all, participants notice the amplification.
5.1 Participants
We recruited 18 participants by word-of-mouth (ages 19–33, 11 male, 7 female, 5 left-
handed). 11 participants had at least moderate experience with virtual reality; 14 had at
least moderate experience with 3D video games. Each received $15 after completing the
study.
5.2 Apparatus
We made two hardware changes from Experiment 1. First, we exchanged the Vive Pro
HMD for an Oculus Rift S for added visual clarity. Next, we removed the Vive Trackers,
which are impractical for real deployment. Instead, an inverse kinematics model infers the
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Figure 5.1: The Experiment 2 task as it appeared in Unity. Note that participants
only saw two of these targets at a time.
shoulder position required by the RNL amplification method, based on HMD and controller
positions. We used a Kinect v2 to measure ergonomics during the experiment. The inverse
kinematics model was not used to measure ergonomics, and the Kinect was not used for
amplification.
5.3 Procedure and Task
The initial procedure was the same as Experiment 1, with a general questionnaire, familiar-
ization with the VR equipment, and calibration of maximum reach and near-body neutral
position. Each trial displays two 10 cm diameter spherical targets: a green start target
at PN , and a blue target at an experimentally controlled position. A thin green rendered
line connects the targets, to visually guide the user and reduce visual search time. The
participant selects the targets in sequence with their dominant hand by placing a 1 cm
diameter cursor (mounted in the centre of the top face of the virtual controller) inside each
target and pressing the controller trigger button. With each selection, a sound indicates
success or an error. Figure 5.1 shows the targets as they appeared in Unity.
We manipulate the control points of the function’s Hermite curve to construct a set
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of 10 curves that create maximum hand offsets from 0% to 45% of the user’s arm length
(Figure 5.2). These curves amplify user movement over a greater and more fine-grained
range of intensities than Experiment 1, from unamplified movement to extremely dramatic
amplification (CP0 = (0, 0) with slope 2.46, CPmid = (0.28, 0.7) with slope 1.44, CPmax =
(1, 1.14) with slope 0).
5.3.1 Target Positions
We use targets placed at a range of distances from the user to test performance at various
offsets from PN . There are three groups of five targets each: close, mid, and far (Figure 5.3).
The targets are placed directly up, down, left, right, and forward from the user’s waist (for
close targets) or dominant shoulder (for mid and far targets). Close targets are 0.3rmax



















Figure 5.2: Levels of amplification used in Experiment 2. These curves modify the
relationship between the physical offset r and the virtual offset f(r) from PN .
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Figure 5.3: The target layout used in Experiment 2, coloured by distance, from the
side (a) and the front (b). Purple targets are close, blue are mid, green are far. Only
two targets are visible at a time (c).
5.4 Design
This is a within-subject design with two independent variables: amplification with
10 levels (0 to 9 in increasing order, creating 0% to 45% maximum hand offset in 5%
increments) and distance with 3 levels (close, mid, far). For each amplification
level, participants completed 5 blocks of trials. Each block included all 15 targets (5 per
distance) in a random order. There was an initial extra 5 blocks of practice trials using
amplification-0.
Note that we did not randomize the order of the amplification levels. With a random
order, participants might perceive large amplification changes when jumping between levels
with large differences, but none between more similar levels. These strong order effects
would measure participants’ “relative” sensitivity to the amplification. Instead, we used a
fixed, ascending order to measure “absolute” sensitivity, mirroring previous work on mouse
pointing control-display gain [9].
Dependent measures are similar to Experiment 1. Time is the period between selecting
the start target and second target. Comfort uses the same RULA calculation as Experiment
1, but at the moment the second target is selected. Physical Path Length (and Virtual Path
Length) is the same ratio of physical (or virtual) hand path over the distance between the
two targets. Error is a new measure enabled by the Experiment 2 task: the distance from
the user’s cursor to the second target’s center.
At the end of each amplification, participants answered a nine-item questionnaire.
The first question (Affect) was ”compared to when I started, I felt that this was...”, from
−3 (”much worse”) to +3 (”much better”). Questions 2 to 4 were based on the Ownershift
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study [7], on a scale from −3 (”strongly disagree”) to +3 (”strongly agree”): (Double
Hand) ”I felt like I had more than one of the same hand”; (Part of Body) ”I felt that the
virtual hand was part of my body”; and (Control) ”I felt I could control the virtual hand
as if it were my own”. The final 5 questions evaluated the physical strain of various upper
body areas on the Borg CR-10 scale [11]. Experimenters recorded participant comments
regarding their hand movements, as well as their accompanying amplification levels. At
the end of the experiment, participants were informally asked if they noticed any input
amplification taking place, and if so, at what point during the experiment they became
aware.
In summary: 10 amplifications × 5 blocks × 3 distances × 5 target positions =
750 data points per participant.
5.5 Results
For each combination of participant, distance, and amplification, we removed outliers
by excluding trials with Time, Comfort , or Error more than 3 standard deviations from
the mean. 392 trials (2.9%) were removed.
We used the same analysis as Experiment 1, with amplification and distance as
primary factors. When the assumption of sphericity was violated, degrees of freedom were
corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser (ε < 0.75) corrections.
5.5.1 Learning Effect
We are interested in practised performance, so we examine if earlier blocks took longer and
should be removed. For the five blocks of each amplification level, there is a significant
main effect for block on Time (F1,17 = 7.70, p < .013, η2G = .01) and no interaction effects
involving block. Post hoc tests found blocks 1 and 2 significantly slower than block 5
(both p < .05). Unless stated otherwise, in the subsequent analysis, blocks 3 through 5 of
each amplification are used since they are more representative of practised performance.
5.5.2 Time
Input amplification made selection time noticeably longer in the mid and far distances,
starting at amplification-6 and amplification-8 respectively (Figure 5.4a). There
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Figure 5.4: (a) Time, (b) Comfort , (c) Error , (d) Physical Path Length, and (e)
Virtual Path Length by amplification. Error bars are 95% CI.
was no significant effect of amplification on Time for targets at the close distance, but
significant effects on Time for both the mid distance (F9,153 = 20.16, p < .01, η2G = .22) and
the far distance (F9,153 = 8.94, p < .01, η2G = .09). Due to significant interaction effect of
amplification × distance (F18,306 = 12.45, p < .01) we conducted separate post-hoc tests
for each distance. Post-hoc pairwise tests revealed that in the mid distance, participants
were unaffected by amplification until amplification-6 (max offset of 30% arm’s length),
at which point they would become significantly slower than in amplification-0. Post-
hoc tests revealed similar behaviour in the far distance, with a significant time increase
occurring at amplification-8 (max offset of 40% arm’s length). This represents time




Input amplification made the selection task more comfortable at all target distances, start-
ing at different amplification levels for each distance (Figure 5.4b). There were signif-
icant effects of amplification and distance on Comfort . Effects were determined using
pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for each distance. Comfort was unaffected for the
close targets until amplification-5 (max offset of 25% arm’s reach), after which point
RULA scores significantly decreased (all p < .01). There were similar effects for the mid
targets starting at amplification-4 (max offset of 20% arm’s reach) onward (all p < .05),
and for the far targets at amplification-2 (max offset of 10% arm’s reach) onward (all
p < .01). To illustrate, amplification-6 reduces RULA scores by 6.4% for close targets
(2.96 to 2.78), 7.1% for mid targets (3.80 to 3.53), and 10.0% for far targets (4.18 to 3.76).
5.5.4 Error
Generally, selection error was unaffected by amplification or distance (Figure 5.4c).
Pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank tests found no effects of amplification or distance on
Error , with two exceptions: amplification-2 (max offset of 10% arm’s reach) for the
mid targets (p < .05), and amplification-8 (max offset of 40% arm’s reach) for the far
targets (p < .05).
5.5.5 Physical and Virtual Path Length
Input amplification resulted in noticeably less movement at all target distances (Fig-
ure 5.4d). Pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank tests found that amplification had a sig-
nificant effect at different levels depending on distance: amplification-1 (max offset
of 5% arm’s length) for close and far targets (all p < .05), and amplification-2 (max
offset of 10% arm’s length) for mid targets (all p < .01). This effect represents a reduction
of physical movement by 9.3% for close targets by applying just a 10% maximum hand
offset.
However, input amplification also increased virtual path lengths at all distances (Fig-
ure 5.4e). Pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank tests found that amplification had a signif-
icant effect (compared to amplification-0) at different levels depending on distance:
amplification-3 (max offset of 15% arm’s length) for close targets (all p < .01), amplification-
2 (max offset of 10% arm’s length) for mid targets (all p < .01), and amplification-5
(max offset of 25% arm’s length) for far targets (all p < .05). This represents an increase
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Figure 5.5: The proportion of participants who noticed that amplification was taking
place at each level. Note that 7 of 18 participants did not notice amplification at all.
of virtual hand movement by 5% at mid-range targets by applying a max hand offset of
10% max reach.
5.5.6 Perception of Amplification
Participants noticed that amplification was taking place at different points during the
experiment (Figure 5.5). 4 of the 18 participants (22%) noticed it by amplification-3;
an additional 7 (39%) noticed by amplification-5; and the remaining 7 (39%) never
noticed the amplification. Further, participants with more previous experience with video
games noticed the amplification earlier. We found a Spearman’s rank correlation of −0.48
(p < .05) between familiarity with video games (on a scale of 1 to 7) and the amplification
level at which the participant noticed input amplification taking place.
5.5.7 Questionnaire Responses
Input amplification did not strongly change participants’ affect, body ownership, or strain.
Figure 5.6 shows responses for questions 1 to 4. Pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank tests
showed no significant effects of amplification on self-report answers, including those for
strain and body ownership. The Borg CR-10 questions also showed no significant effect of
amplification. Mean values are 2.08 ± 2.07 for the neck, 1.52 ± 1.93 for the forearm,
1.26 ± 1.68 for the hand, 1.98 ± 2.11 for the shoulder, and 1.76 ± 2.05 for the upper arm.
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Q3: Part Of Body












Figure 5.6: Proportion of questionnaire answers by amplification. Answers were
inverted for Q2 for visual comparison.
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5.6 Discussion
This experiment further examines the effects of various properties of RNL functions, to
provide a broader understanding of non-linear 3D transfer functions with respect to body
ownership, comfort, and task performance. These implications also reveal characteristics
that apply to VR input more broadly.
The results for Time show that amplification strength and target distance both strongly
influence usability. RNL functions are designed to minimize hand offset at positions near
the body, reach maximum hand offset midway through the user’s reach, and reduce offset
again near maximum reach. The results reflect this design. Close targets saw little change
due to hand offset being minimized close to the body. Mid-reach targets were most affected
due to being near the area of maximum offset (resulting in the least precise input), and
far targets were less affected due to the declining offset at that level of reach.
Error had generally minimal effects of amplification or distance. This is an example of
the classic trade-off between speed and accuracy in selection tasks [38]. Participants in this
case optimized for speed over accuracy. While there were two small significant differences
at single levels of amplification (level 2 for mid, level 8 for far), this was likely a side-effect
of participant numbers and not indicative of a larger trend.
Amplification level had a dramatic effect on the user’s Comfort . As specified by the
RNL function design, amplification benefits grow as targets become further away and
less comfortable to reach. User comfort did not improve for close targets until a 25%
maximum hand offset, while mid-range and far targets required a 20% and 10% hand offset
respectively for comfort to improve. This suggests that if a task requires larger reaching
movements, little amplification is necessary to make clear improvements in comfort.
For Physical Path Length, even amplifications of as little as 5% of arm’s reach reduced
path lengths. This verifies that input amplification is taking place and effectively reducing
user movement. Note that even considering the potential for overshooting and correcting
motions, the total movement by the participant is still reduced.
For Virtual Path Length, input amplification caused participants to move their virtual
hands more than they would naturally, starting at various levels depending on target
distance. Just like with Time, mid-range targets were likely less precise due to the increased
hand offset at that level of reach.
For Self-Reports , while we cannot make strong conclusions without statistically sig-
nificant results, there may be a possible trend in user preference and body ownership as
amplification increases. Mean values for general enjoyment (affect) may decline around
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amplification-4 (max offset of 20% arm’s reach), suggesting that the increased ampli-
fication made the task less enjoyable. Mean values for body ownership may also decline
around amplification-4, suggesting that this level may be the point users begin to lose
connection to their virtual hands. Based on an average arm length of 61 to 71 cm [27],
a 20% hand offset is 12.2 to 14.2 cm, making this tolerance roughly congruent with body
ownership tolerances from previous work [18, 30]. The Borg CR-10 survey also found no
significant results, suggesting that RNL functions do not significantly increase the user’s
physical strain.
We also found a negative correlation between familiarity with 3D video games and the
amplification level at which participants noticed amplification taking place. Participants
who self-reported higher familiarity with 3D video games noticed amplification taking place
earlier than the rest. This could be because of the prevalence of control-display modification
in 3D video games, or because video games generally increase awareness of control-display
mismatches [17].
Measuring perception of amplification also involves measuring the user’s adjustment
to changes in amplification levels. In many cases, there was a significant (or borderline
not significant) increase in time for the first block of a new amplification level compared
to the last block of the previous amplification level. Specifically, levels 4, 5, and 9 were
significant (all p < .05) and levels 6, 7, and 8 were borderline not significant (p < .065). It
could be the case that the initial three levels did not require the user to make large enough
adjustments to warrant significant learning, and the final level was so far removed from




The two experiments were designed to answer three questions:
1. Does reach-bounded non-linear input amplification perform comparably to the state-of-
the-art?
2. How strong can non-linear amplification become before negative effects begin?
3. How do properties like slope, hand offset, and target distance affect the usability of VR
transfer functions?
We rephrase the most relevant results as design recommendations, discuss possible limita-
tions in our methods, and discuss future uses for reach-bounded non-linear input amplifi-
cation.
6.1 Design Recommendations
While the RNL family of functions was the main vehicle for testing, our results also provide
general design guidelines for VR transfer functions as well as tasks in which they are used.
6.1.1 Consider the Task
Target placement is an important consideration when designing a VR transfer function.
Non-linear transfer functions change their control-display ratio dynamically based on the
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user’s reach, requiring users to move at varying rates for equal performance at different
distances. However, this means that targets at certain distances may be more difficult to
accurately reach than others. We showed that mid-reach selection performance declined
the fastest as amplification increased due to these targets being near our function’s area of
maximum offset. For consistent ease of use, designers should consider the typical reaching
distance required in the application task relative to the behaviour of their transfer function.
Another consideration is the task’s requirement for user body ownership. Our work
concurs with previous work [18, 30], showing that body ownership decreases if hand offset
is brought above certain limits. However, this limit (max offset of 20% arm’s length) was
lower than the limit for task performance (30%). This suggests that tasks that emphasize
productivity over body ownership (e.g. 3D modeling) could benefit from further increased
comfort if the maximum offset is between 20% and 30%. Designers should consider oppor-
tunities for compromise when prioritizing comfort, body ownership, and task productivity.
6.1.2 Consider the Function
Designers should consider three function properties when designing VR 3D input transfer
functions: maximum hand offset, slope, and discontinuities.
The maximum hand offset of a transfer function refers to the largest separation between
the real and virtual hand when reaching forward. While increasing maximum hand offset
will always increase the user’s physical comfort, task performance and body ownership
decline when offset surpasses certain levels. Designers should consider that maximum
hand offsets larger than 20% (12.2 to 14.4 cm for average arms) may reduce feelings of
body ownership and enjoyment, and offsets larger than 30% (18.3 to 21.3 cm) may reduce
task performance.
The slope of a transfer function determines the speed of the virtual hand relative to
the real hand. Our work shows that a slope of less than one can feel unpleasant, while
excessive slope can cause reduced performance and body ownership. For example, task
performance in Experiment 2 declined around amplification-6. This RNL function has
a maximum slope of 1.92 at r = 0.14, meaning that virtual hand speed is nearly doubled
at this point, reducing accuracy. Designers implementing non-linear VR transfer functions
should consider the benefits and drawbacks of increased or decreased curve slope.
Function discontinuities cause a sudden change in the controller’s position or speed,
which can immediately break the illusion that the virtual and real hands align. Our ap-
proach addressed this with a smooth Hermite curve design that gradually reduces offset
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when approaching maximum reach. Designers of other functions should consider maintain-
ing body ownership by keeping functions smooth to avoid sudden changes.
6.1.3 Consider the Person
Participants noticed amplification much earlier if they played video games. If a task re-
quires a certain level of body ownership (e.g. a dancing game that relies on kinesthetic
feedback) and the typical user has a higher level of experience with video games, the amount
of input amplification applied may need to be reduced to maintain body ownership.
6.2 Limitations
6.2.1 Continuous Input
A benefit of our approach is that it amplifies movement independently of objects in the
VR scene, making it more applicable to general tasks. However, our experimental tasks
only cover discrete ”point-and-click” input. Future work should focus on determining
the usefulness of RNL amplification in situations requiring continuous input, like virtual
drawing.
6.2.2 Comparison to Erg-O
Experiment 1 replicates the Erg-O experimental protocol to enable an effective meta-
comparison, showing that the RNL approach provides similar results to the state-of-the-
art. However, a direct comparison would be possible with an identical implementation and
access to Erg-O’s participant data.
6.2.3 Perception and Participant Memory
Alongside noting participant comments throughout the experiment, Experiment 2 involved
asking if and when they became aware of input amplification. To avoid bias, they were
only asked once at the end of the experiment, not after each amplification level. However,
this may introduce variance as participants may not immediately comment as they notice a
change, and the final perception question may rely on participants’ memory of the one-hour
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experiment session. Further work could explicitly design around this perception question,
using tests that require less participant memory.
6.2.4 Controller Models and Ownership
Our experiments use controller models instead of hand models for higher accuracy [5]
and ecological validity with current VR applications. This could come at a cost to body
ownership [34] however our results demonstrate a good lower bound for body ownership
under input amplification.
6.2.5 Inverse Kinematics
Our final implementation uses an inverse kinematics model which infers the position of the
user’s shoulder to anchor the user’s neutral point to their body. Future implementations of
RNL may need to refine the inverse kinematics system, (or implement a system like [26])
to more accurately fit with users of various sizes and heights.
6.3 Future Applications
Our results show that applications can modify hand control-display ratios to an extent
without reducing task performance or body ownership. Krakauer et al. [14] explore the
sensorimotor learning effects of transfer functions, and show that some motor effects can
persist even 24 hours after use. Future work could similarly explore the sensorimotor
learning effects of non-linear VR transfer functions over time.
The RNL method can be easily integrated into existing VR applications or frameworks.
However, a typical VR user may not want to spend time calibrating our amplification
system for optimal use. We believe a dynamic calibration method could be created, perhaps
amplifying user input based on the average amount of reach required in the last few minutes.
Input amplification need not only apply to hand translation. Previous work has studied
various linear and non-linear offsets applied to hand rotation [8, 15, 35], head translation
[29, 35–37], and head rotation [24, 35]. These techniques could be reproduced or extended
using RNL function curves, bounding the function with realistic movement extents similarly
to reach-bounded hand amplifications.
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Some newer VR headsets track head position without external sensors or beacons by
using in-headset cameras and SLAM algorithms [23]. However, hand controllers can only
be tracked if they are in view of the headset cameras, and extreme reaches and hand move-
ments can lose tracking and reduce input accuracy. Rather than lose tracking altogether,




Virtual reality, in my opinion, is one of the most interesting frontiers of computing interface
technology. However, it is one marred with accessibility issues, unrefined user interfaces,
and general immaturity in design. The first step toward truly bringing VR to maturity is
developing interfaces that adapt the technology to the person, not vice versa.
As part of this effort, we described and evaluated an approach we call RNL for amplify-
ing hand movement through easily-configurable Hermite curves. It is simple to implement
and potentially applicable to more tasks than the state-of-the-art, but still has comparable
impacts on comfort, task performance, and body ownership. Further testing of this tech-
nique shows the effects of various aspects of non-linear transfer functions, including target
placement, maximum offset, and slope. The insights gained from these tests allow us to
make general design recommendations for VR transfer functions.
VR interfaces often overlook users with constrained work spaces, comfort requirements,
or mobility issues. As VR matures to include more applications including office produc-
tivity, interactive prototyping, or multi-user environments, the challenges of user comfort
and small physical spaces will become central to adoption. Our approach allows the easy
implementation of input amplification into existing VR applications. The insights gained
during this testing process, in conjunction with the development of the RNL system, should
help VR become a more comfortable and accessible experience for all.
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